If They Love It They’ll Learn It – Sunday Style

Overall Philosophy

1-2-3-4-5

Resources (thinking beyond anthems):
Halle, Halle – We Sing the World Round
Put Your Arms Around the World
Again, I Say Rejoice

Getting Kids Quiet: Echo clap, Match a Pitch, If You Can Hear Me...

“Say what you mean without saying it mean.”

Puppet Teaching a Song – Jingle Bells (verse)

My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean

Percussion:
   Body Percussion
   Scripture Rhythms
   Bible Stories with a Beat

Tony Chestnut

Bumble Bee Warm-Up

Who’s the Conductor?

Repertoire:
   Aardvarks on the Ark arr. Mary Val Marsh
   Child of the Universe Craig Cassils
   God Made It So Terry Taylor
   I Can Do All Things Mark Burrows
   The Tree Song Ken Medema